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1. INTRODUCTION

The phenomenological description of flow through porous
· media could be made possible 'by introducing the concept of
permeability. However, the real understanding of the porous flow
phenomena requires to link the concept of permeability with the
average pore size or with the pore size distribution. This. lead to the
development of models for porous media. The simplest model
developed for this purpose was the straight capillaric model
proposed by Scheidegger [1]. In this the porous medium is identified'
by a bundle of straight and parallel capillaries of uniform average
diameter. It follows therefore that there is a close resemblance
between the flow through porous media and flow through the
bundle of capillaries. Since micro- circulation is a phenomenon in
which the flow through the complex geometry of different flow
channels similar to porous flow it seems possible to consider ·
microcirculation. phenomenon as porous flow and investigate it on
the basis of capillaric model. Taking this approach it is found that
for a given · pressure ·gradient the se~page velocity Of
microcirculation is proportional to TJ and to the fourth power of o
where TJ is the number ef capillaries per unit area of cross-section of
the conceptual straight C:::lpillaric model representing the actual
system of capillaries and ois the average diameter of the capillaries
of the conceptual model.
2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

We consider the phenomenon of mforooirculatfon through a .
boudie oi capillaries; T"ne bundle of capillaries is &S$umoo · t,1 be
bo:rimntal and flow is supposed to be umadirectfo111al.
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·3. STRAIGHT CAPILLARIC MODEL

We now replace the actual system or capillaries thrmgh
which the microcirculation takes place by a conceptual model ' hich
consists of straight and parallel capillaries of uniform a' ]rage
diameter o. The flow through a sing~e. capillary is given by tl : well
known Hagen- Poiseville law

no4

dp
Q=-128µ dx

where µ is the viscosity and

~ is

... (3.1)

the pressure gradient along the

capillary. If there are 11 such capillaries per unit area of cross-section
taken perpendicular to the parallel capillaries, then the flow per unit
area will be
ll1t04
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q =-128µ dx

...(3.2)

It is well known that the flow through porous mrsdia is
governed by Darcy's law

q

=-µk 1£
dx

... (3.3)

where k is a constant depending on the properties of the porous medium
andµ is called permeability of the medium.
A comprison of equations (3.2) and (3.3) shows that
_ l]1t04

k- 128

... (3.4)

We therefore conclude that the actual system of capillaries
can be considered as a porous medium whose permeability is given
by (3.4).
4. BASIC EQUATIONS

The solution of a flow problem in a porous medium involves
determination of three unknowns namely the seepage velocity v, the
pressure p and the density p. To determine these three unknowns
we have three equations - the equation of continuity, the Darcy's
equation and the equation of state (the relation between p and p).
The solution of these equations satisfying prescribed boundary
conditions gives the solution of the flow problem.
The equation of continuity in steady state for incompressible
fluid may be writ~en as
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div~= 0

... (4.1)

~--!
- µ gradp,

... (4.2)

Darcy's law is given by

where ?is the seepage velocity, p is the pressure, µ is viscosity of the
fluid and k is permeability of the medium. The equation of state for an
incompressible fluid is

p =Po (constant)

... (4.3)

Substituting (4.2) in (4.1), we get
2

2
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... (4.4)

Thus the pressure p satisfies the Laplace equation and the
solution of the problem consists in determing the solution of
equation (4.4) satisfying boundary conditions of the problem.
5. SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM

For the uni-directional flow through the bundle of capillaries
considered in the present paper the equation (4.4) reduces to
2

a P2 =O

... (5.1)

p=c 1x+c 2

... (5.2)

dx

which gives

If the capillary bundle is of length l and p 1 and p 2 are
pressures at the entry and exit respectively, then
P1 =

cz, P2 = c1l + cz or cl= P2 -

l

P1

Hence
p=

P2-P1

l

x + P1

... (5.3)

Substituting this in equation (4.2), we get the seepage velocity
v=_

~ ( P2 ~ P1)

... (5.4)
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Now the permeability for the bundle of capillaries is given by
equation (3.4). Substituting this in (5.4), we get
.

rino

4

. v = -- 128µ

[ P2 - P1 )

p

... (5.5)

Thus, for a ·given pressure gradient the seepage velocity is
proportional to l], and to the fourth power of o where l] is the
number of capillaries per unit area of cross-section of the conceptual
straight capillaric model representing the actual system of
capillaries and o is the average diameter of the capillaries of the .
conceptual model.
·
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